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Rendering complex scenes for psychophysics
using RADIANCE: How accurate can you get?

Alexa I. Ruppertsberg and Marina Bloj
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Rendering packages are used by visual psychophysicists to produce complex stimuli for their experiments, tac-
itly assuming that the simulation results accurately reflect the light–surface interactions of a real scene. RA-
DIANCE is a physically based, freely available, and commonly used rendering software. We validated the cal-
culation accuracy of this package by comparing simulation results with measurements from real scenes.
RADIANCE recovers color gradients well but the results are shifted in color space. Currently, there is no better
simulation alternative for achieving physical accuracy than by combining a spectral rendering method with
RADIANCE. © 2006 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 330.0330, 330.1690, 330.1710, 330.5510, 120.2040.
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. INTRODUCTION
isual psychophysicists are starting to use computer
raphics tools to create more complex stimuli, such as en-
ire scenes incorporating different objects.1–9 Although
his development is welcome, diversifying the standard
timulus set of gratings, Gaussians and Mondrians, use of
endered images makes a tacit assumption: that the
laborate computer graphics image reflects the true
hysical properties of such a complex stimulus. Even if
he rendered image looks convincingly realistic, it may
evertheless depict a situation that is physically inaccu-
ate. However, if we knew that the rendered image re-
ected the same physical properties as its real counter-
art, then we would have a very valuable tool at hand, as
e could study human vision with naturalistic stimuli un-
er very, close parametrical control.10

There are two issues, however. One is the accuracy
ith which rendering packages model light transport and
aterial properties; the other is the issue of displaying

uch an image. The luminance and chromaticity output of
display device, e.g., a computer monitor, is limited.

hus, if the rendered image is supposed to show a bright
atch of more than 500 cd/m2, because its real counter-
art would, then a standard computer monitor will not
how such brightness. To overcome these brightness dis-
lay limitations, tone-mapping operators have been
eveloped11,12 that map the brightness range of the image
o the available brightness range of the display. In the
est case this will result in a displayed image that ap-
ears to have a larger brightness range than the display
s actually capable of producing. In the future, displays
ith increased dynamic ranges will become commercially
vailable (high-dynamic-range displays13). Until then,
imulation results should stay within the capabilities of
he display at hand. Similarly, the number of different
hromaticity values for a display is limited by the spectra
f the phosphors (gamut) and by the resolution of the
raphics card, leaving a large number of chromaticity val-
es within the gamut undisplayable.
1084-7529/06/040759-10/$15.00 © 2
The calculation accuracy of a rendering package de-
ends on how well the laws of physics are comprised by
he simulation program. Within the computer graphics
ommunity, extensive validation of new rendering algo-
ithms is a topic of current interest.14–16 The assessment
f the calculation accuracy varies. For simple scenes the
esults of a simulation can be compared with the analyti-
ally determined solution of the lighting equations.17

ther possibilities are either to compare behavior differ-
nces for rendered images versus real objects10 or to com-
are the results of a simulation with measurements from
real scene.15,16,18–21 There are three major problems

hen comparisons are made between simulation results
nd measured values from a real scene: (a) inaccuracies
n measurements (surface properties, photometric distri-
utions of luminaries); (b) violations of assumptions (e.g.,
eal surfaces do not have Lambertian surface properties
ut are modeled as such); and (c) the real scene is of lim-
ted scope when validation results are to be generalized.

RADIANCE,22,23 a physically based, freely available
endering package, has been used in the computer
raphics,24–26 architectural, and lighting communities for
ome time, and is quickly becoming the image generation
ackage of choice for the visual perception community to
imulate experimental scenes for psychophysical and be-
avioral studies.1–9 RADIANCE has been subjected to
alidation studies from within the architectural and light-
ng communities.17,20,27 These studies focus on luminance
ccuracy and work with error margins of ±20%, the stan-
ard in the industry.28 The software is predominantly uti-
ized to decide between different design options, i.e., in a
omparative mode rather than to predict absolute values.

In this study we validated RADIANCE by comparing
he results of simulations with measurements from real
cenes, with an emphasis on color and luminance accu-
acy, and tested whether the results met the accuracy
tandard for visual psychophysics. We set up real scenes
hat fit within the gamut of a standard computer monitor
CRT). We used a spectroradiometer for measuring color
006 Optical Society of America
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ignals, ensured that surfaces had Lambertain surface
roperties, and measured the photometric distribution of
he luminaries instead of relying on manufacturer’s data.
e first describe the setup of our physical scenes with two

ifferent illumination modes: simple direct illumination
nd complex mutual illumination. We then describe the
imulation of these scenes in RADIANCE for two color-
oding methods: (a) RGB triplets (RGB and sRGB) and (b)
pectral data. For the latter we implemented an N-step
lgorithm.6 We compare the calculated results for both
olor-coding methods and evaluate the effect of the color
ccuracy improvement for the human observer in a psy-
hophysical experiment. We conclude with a discussion
bout the use of RADIANCE as a stimulus generator and
xploratory tool in vision research.

. PHYSICAL SETUP OF SCENES
. Lighting Booth
he scenes were set up in a lighting booth consisting of a
.2 m by 2.2 m by 2.2 m frame built from aluminum scaf-
old tubing (see Fig. 1, left). Three walls were covered
ith black wool cloth to provide nonreflective surfaces
nd the floor was covered with dark blue carpet. Low-
oltage spotlights (Altman MR 16 Micro Ellipse, with a
5 W, 36 deg reflector) could be hung from the scaffold at
ny location and angle. Two tungsten-to-daylight conver-
ion filters (LEE Filters, full and half CTB) were placed in
ront of the spotlights to adjust the intensity and color of
he light.

All color signal measurements (radiance in
W/ �sr m2��) were taken with a spectroradiometer (Photo
esearch PR650; measuring aperture 1 deg, from 380 to
80 nm in 5 nm steps) controlled by a standard PC with
ATLAB (MathWorks) and were the average of five con-
ecutively measured spectra.

ig. 1. Left: Photograph of the lighting booth in which the simpl
spectroradiometer. Middle and right: Sketch of the simple and

ace of the Macbeth ColorChecker was illuminated by a single s
omplex illumination scene the surface of a green card was illum
reated a green gradient on the white cylinder. The color signal
. Simple Illumination Scene
he simple illumination scene was an example of direct

llumination only. Our object was a Macbeth Col-
rChecker, a card with 24 distinctive color patches,
ounted in front of the central wall of the lighting booth

t 45 deg in relation to the floor. One spotlight illumi-
ated the card at an angle of 0 deg (illumination angle in
elation to the surface normal of the card). We measured
he geometric layout of the scene and the color signal of
hree patches (8, purplish-blue; 14, red; and 15, green)
nd a white reflectance standard (Spectralon). The mea-
ured patch or standard was always in the center of the
potlight beam (see Fig. 1, middle). We will refer to these
our scenes as BLUE, RED, GREEN, and WHITE. Our
easured luminance values were between 1.7 and

4 cd/m2 and all measured colors fell within the gamut of
ur monitor.

. Complex Illumination Scene
he complex illumination scene was set up to produce a
trong case of indirect (interreflected) mutual illumina-
ion. A white cylinder with a diameter of 25.5 cm lay on a
reen card on top of a table. Two spotlights, mounted
0 cm apart, illuminated the green card at 0 deg (with re-
pect to the surface normal of the card; see Fig. 1, right).
his created a color gradient on the bottom half of the cyl-

nder. The green card and the white cylinder had Lamber-
ian surface properties (verified by measurements). We
easured the color signal of this gradient by taking 21

amples along a virtual line from where the cylinder
ouched the green card to 21 cm above the green card in
7 cm steps. The measuring angle with respect to the sur-
ace normal of the cylinder changed from around 90 to 0
o approximately −54 deg. Luminance values were be-
ween 8.8 and 123.5 cd/m2.

complex scenes were set up. The measurements were taken with
x illumination scenes. In the simple illumination scene the sur-
t at 0 deg and the color signal was measured at 45 deg. In the
by two spotlights at 0 deg. The light bouncing off the green card
cylinder was measured.
e and
comple
potligh
inated
of the
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. SIMULATING SCENES IN RADIANCE
e simulated the setup of our lighting booth in RADI-
NCE for both illumination conditions. To model our par-

icular spotlights, we measured the illuminance distribu-
ion in 2 deg steps in the horizontal plane using an
lluminance meter (Minolta T-10) for both spotlights with
he filters in place and then used RADIANCE’s ies2rad
unction.29 The two spotlights differed only in their lens
ettings. To establish the color of the illuminants, we used
he measured color signals of the WHITE scene for each
potlight. All images were rendered with the default val-
es of RADIANCE except for the number of light bounces,
hich was set to 5 �−ab 5�.30

. Materials
s we had ensured that our objects in the complex illumi-
ation scene had Lambertian surface properties, we could
se RADIANCE’s material type of plastic to simulate our
bjects without violating this material type’s surface
roperties. This material type was also used for the
imple illumination scenes though the Macbeth Col-
rChecker does not have Lambertian surface properties
own measurements) because we measured only one point
n these scenes and the surface normal of the Macbeth
olorChecker does not change.

. Color in RADIANCE
n RADIANCE the colors of objects and light sources are
pecified by RGB values. It is straightforward to calculate
GB values from a surface reflectance function S���,
hich we derived from our measurements (see Appendix
). Since RADIANCE computes the physical interaction
f light and surfaces in radiance �W/ �sr m2��, we followed
ang and Maloney6 and used radiance values as alterna-
ive color descriptors.

When interreflections are present in a scene, the repre-
entation of an object’s color with three or any number of
iscrete samples will lead to an underestimation of the in-
ensity of mutual illumination.31 For both illumination
onditions we evaluated RADIANCE for RGB, sRGB,32

nd radiance values.

. N-step Rendering
or the color descriptors based on radiance values, we

mplemented an N-step algorithm.6 For N=3 the spec-
rum is divided into three consecutive, equally spaced
avebands (�380–510 nm�, �515–645 nm�, and

650–780 nm� in our case) and the average value for each
f the wavebands is calculated and used as the corre-
ponding color descriptor. Figure 2 (left) shows a surface
eflectance function (dashed curve) and a three-step ap-
roximation in black. For N=9 the spectrum is divided
nto nine wavebands and nine average values are calcu-
ated (dark gray curve in Fig. 2). To implement a nine-
tep approximation in RADIANCE, three images are ren-
ered, each image accounting for a different part of the
pectrum. Given our measurements, N=81 is the best
ossible approximation and involves rendering 27 images.
o make a single displayable image, the information of N
mages has to be collapsed into a standard three-channel
GB image (method is outlined in Appendix A).
The principle of this algorithm is related to hyperspec-
ral imaging where one image is taken for each wave-
and, resulting in N images for a scene. Together these N
mages carry the full spectral information for each single
ixel in the image.
Depending on how we code color, the output of RADI-

NCE has to be interpreted accordingly. If we code color
n RGB triplets, RADIANCE’s three-value per pixel out-
ut corresponds to the RGB color signal of that pixel. If
e code color by radiance values, then the resulting three
alues per pixel output from RADIANCE is interpreted as
three-waveband approximation of the color signal in ra-
iance �W/ �sr m2��. When more than one image is ren-
ered, each image is an approximation for a particular
ection of the spectrum, and to recover the entire spec-
rum, the three values of each consecutive rendered im-
ge for that pixel need to be combined.

. CALCULATION ACCURACY RESULTS
o compare the simulation results with the measured
ata, we converted all of them into CIE x ,y chromaticity
nd luminance values33,34 and into CIE L, a, and b
alues33 to compute the color difference �E. For the simu-
ation results based on RGB triplets, the resulting RGB
alues were converted to X ,Y ,Z tristimulus values (with
he inverse of matrix T, Appendix A) from which CIE x ,y
hromaticity values were computed (Appendix B); for the
RGB simulation results a different matrix T was used.32

he luminance value is identical to the Y value of the
YZ tristimulus value. For the simulation results based
n the N-step algorithm, we used approximated matching
unctions x����, y����, and z���� to yield XYZ tristimulus
alues and similarly converted them to CIE x ,y chroma-
icity values. The approximated matching functions were
erived by applying the N-step algorithm to the original
atching functions downloaded from Ref. 35.
Note that this section deals with calculated results

nly. So far we have made no attempt to display the ren-
ered images on a monitor.

ig. 2. Left: Example of the N-step algorithm. The reflectance
pectrum (Original, dashed curve) is approximated either by 3
black curve), 9 (dark gray curve), or 27 (light gray curve) steps.
ight: CIE x ,y chromaticity measurement of the simple (filled
ymbols) and the complex illumination (open symbols) scenes.
he line connecting the open symbols represents all the chroma-
icity values that were measured along the gradient.
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. Simple Illumination Scene
e simulated three individual color patches (RED,
REEN, and BLUE) from the Macbeth ColorChecker and
white reflectance standard (WHITE). Color was coded

ither with an RGB triplet, sRGB triplet, or with radiance
alues. For the radiance values, we implemented the
-step algorithm for four different N’s (N=3, 9, 27, and

1) to study the improvement in recovering the original
olor signal. To evaluate the simulation results of the
imple illumination scenes, we used four measures: (1)
elative root-mean-square �rmsrel� luminance error, mea-
uring the relative deviation from the measured lumi-
ance value [Eq. (1), n=4]; (2) the color difference �E in
IELAB; (3) the human sensitivity d� to color differences

n a psychophysical experiment (see Subsection 4.B); and
4) the graphical representation of the results in CIE x ,y
hromaticity space. For the simulation results, we aver-
ged across a 5 by 5 pixel central region of the color patch

ig. 3. Left: Relative root-mean-square �rmsrel� luminance error
or the simple and complex illumination scenes for different
olor-coding schemes. Right: Mean CIELAB �E for the simple
n=4� and complex illumination scenes �n=21� for different color-
oding schemes. Bars indicate ±1 standard deviation.

ig. 4. Top panels: CIE x ,y chromaticity results for the WHITE
nd RED scenes with RGB (filled squares), sRGB (open squares),
nd N-step coding (open diamonds). The measured value is la-
eled with ORIG (filled circles). The inset enlarges the area close
o the measured value. Bottom panels: CIE x ,y chromaticity re-
ults for the GREEN and BLUE scenes. Symbols are the same as
n the top panels.
hat corresponded to the measurement area of 1 deg vi-
ual angle of the spectroradiometer.

rmsrel =��i=1

n �1 −
Si

Mi
�2

n
. �1�

he rms error used here is a relative measure for the de-
iation between the simulation result Si and the mea-
ured data Mi.

We found that, for all color-coding schemes, except the
hree-step approximation, the relative rms luminance er-
or was less than 10% (Fig. 3, left, white bars). If the rela-
ive rms luminance error were the only measure, then
GB and sRGB coding yield satisfactory results with a
% deviation. However, the color difference �E (Fig. 3,
ight, white bars) revealed that only spectral rendering
ith nine or more steps yielded �E values of less than 5.
y definition, a �E value of 1 is a just noticeable differ-
nce, and images with an average �E�3 are not discrim-
nable from each other.36 The 27-step approximation re-
uced �E to 1, whereas the �E value for the RGB coding
as 9.5. From the three color-coding schemes that ren-
ered only one image (RGB, sRGB, and N=3), sRGB cod-
ng yielded the most accurate results with a �E value of 6;
he three-step approximation result was inadequate ��E
32.8�.
To visualize these results we plotted the CIE x ,y chro-
aticity values for all four color-patch simulations to-

ether with the original measurements (Fig. 4). For clari-
cation we have inserted enlarged views of the CIE x ,y
hromaticity space close to the measured values (ORIG).

. Perceptual Accuracy for Simple Scenes
first step in establishing whether colors yielded by

-step rendering can actually be distinguished from the
olor measured in the real scene is to display them on a
onitor, converting radiance values into RGB frame

uffer values. For a calibrated standard monitor with
4 bit resolution (three guns with 8 bits each), the result-
ng RGB frame buffer values are identical for N=27, N
81, and the original values measured in the real scene.
he only approximations that produced frame buffer val-
es different from the ones corresponding to the original
cene were N=3 and N=9.

In a perceptual experiment we tested observers’ ability
o distinguish between the originally measured color and
he three-step and nine-step approximations for each of
he four scenes (WHITE, RED, GREEN, and BLUE).

. Design of Psychophysical Experiment
n an oddity paradigm37 the task of the observer was to
pot the odd stimulus embedded in a series of identical
timuli. In our case, we simultaneously presented stimuli
n a pielike arrangement consisting of three 120-deg
ieces. The pie display had a diameter of 5.7 deg of visual
ngle and was based on a similar display configuration
sed by Wyszecki and Fielder.38 Two of the three pieces
ad the same color (see Fig. 5, left). The third piece was
he odd stimulus, and the observers had to indicate its po-
ition by a keyboard response (left, top, or right). We al-
ays compared the original color O with one of the wave-
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and approximations N, yielding six possible display
onfigurations: 	O ,O ,N
, 	O ,N ,O
, 	N ,O ,O
, 	N ,N ,O
,
N ,O ,N
, and 	O ,N ,N
. Hence in three trials the approxi-
ation was the odd stimulus and in three trials the origi-

al was the odd stimulus. Each configuration was re-
eated six times. We computed the percentage correct
rom observers’ responses and converted it to d� (see Ap-
endix 5 in Ref. 37).
In Fig. 5 (left) the layout of a single trial is shown. A

rial started with the presentation of a fixation cross for
000 ms, followed by the pie display presented for
00 ms, after which the fixation cross reappeared. The ob-
erver then reported the position of the odd stimulus,
ith the next trial starting once a response had been col-

ected.
The mean luminance values of the four scenes ranged

etween 4.3 and 34.6 cd/m2. To ensure adequate observer
daptation, only approximations of one particular scene
WHITE, RED, GREEN, or BLUE) were presented in a
lock. All backgrounds within a block were gray with the
ame mean luminance as the colors presented. An initial
daptation period of 2 min preceded each block.
The perceptual experiment was run on a standard PC

nder MATLAB (Mathworks) including use of the Psycho-
hysics Toolbox,39 and the stimuli were presented on a
alibrated CRT monitor. The observer was seated 1 m
way from the screen in a dark room. All four observers
the authors and two naïve males) had normal color vision
s tested by the Farnsworth–Munsell 100-Hue Test, hav-
ng made four or less permutation errors.

. Results
igure 5 (right) shows the averaged d� values and corre-
ponding percent correct levels for four observers (36 tri-
ls per observer and condition). Chance level in this task
as at 33%. Observers performed at the 99% correct level

or all four scenes when discriminating between the
hree-step approximation and the original color. However,
or the nine-step approximation, 99% correct was
chieved only with the RED and the BLUE scenes. Per-
ormance dropped for the WHITE (58%) and the GREEN
cenes (77%), although it still remained above the chance
evel. Thus observers could discriminate between all

ig. 5. Left: Temporal composition of a single trial in the per-
eptual experiment, starting with a fixation display for 1000 ms,
ollowed by the pie display for 300 ms, and terminated with an-
ther fixation display until the observer responded. The odd
timulus in this example is the left pie piece. Right: Results of
he perceptual experiment expressed as d� values (left y axis)
nd percent correct (right y axis) averaged across all observers.
ach bar represents 144 trials �36 trials�4 observers�.
ested approximations and the original color in this task,
onfirming the results of the color difference values �E.

. Complex Illumination Scene
n the cylinder scene, color was also coded with either an
GB triplet, sRGB triplet, or with radiance values. We

mplemented the N-step algorithm for four different N’s
N=3, 9, 27, and 81). For the simulation results we aver-
ged across 7 by 5 pixel areas in the rendered image that
orresponded to the measurement locations of the cylin-
er gradient, yielding 21 simulation sample points to
ompare with 21 measurement points. To evaluate the
imulation results of the complex illumination scene, we
sed three different measures: (1) relative root-mean-
quare �rmsrel� luminance error [Eq. (1), n=21]; (2) the
olor difference �E in CIELAB averaged across all 21
ample points; and (3) the graphical representation of the
hromaticity and luminance profile of the cylinder gradi-
nt in CIE x ,y ,Y space.

We found the overall relative rms luminance error was
ncreased in comparison with the simple illumination
cenes (excluding the nine-step approximation from the
imple scenes). Only spectral rendering with nine or more
teps led to a luminance error of less than 7% (Fig. 3, left,
lack bars). However, the error did not improve as more
teps were used in the approximations. sRGB coding
ielded a luminance error of 14% and RGB coding of 20%.
he color difference values �E were also increased for the
omplex illumination scene (Fig. 3, right, black bars). All
oding schemes except the three-step approximation
ielded a �E value of around 8. The lowest �E value ob-
ained was for the RGB coding ��E=7�. For spectral ren-
ering, increasing the number of steps beyond nine did
ot lead to an improvement in accuracy.
In Fig. 6 (left) we have plotted the chromaticity profile

f the measured cylinder gradient (filled circles with ring)
ogether with the simulation results in CIE x ,y chroma-
icity space. The profile shows the 21 data points corre-
ponding to different heights along the cylinder. The ar-
ows indicate the first data point �0 cm� where the
ylinder touched the green card. The chromaticity profile
f the measured color signals goes from green to white in

linear fashion. Both RGB coding schemes (open and
lled triangles) lead to chromaticity profiles that cross the

ig. 6. Left: CIE x ,y chromaticity profile recovery of the com-
lex illumination scene for different color-coding schemes. Ar-
ows indicate the chromaticity where the cylinder touches the
reen card �0 cm�. Right: Luminance profile recovery of the com-
lex illumination scene for different color-coding schemes. Arrow
ndicates the luminance where the cylinder touches the green
ard �0 cm�.
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rue profile, with the sRGB profile pushed toward red.
he three-step approximation profile (filled diamonds)
as further toward red. The nine-step and higher ap-
roximation profiles lay together parallel to the true pro-
le, shifted toward blue but in close proximity to the locus
f the measurements. The luminance profiles (luminance
alues over height on cylinder) are shown in Fig. 6 (right)
ith the measured values as filled circles with rings. The
rrow indicates where the cylinder touched the green
ard. The original measurements showed that the lumi-
ance profile of the cylinder from 0 cm first increased (up
o 5 cm) as a result of mutual illumination, then dropped
11 cm� as the mutual illumination contribution faded
nd the shade due to the shape of the cylinder from direct
llumination became more relevant. The final increase in
uminance was due to direct illumination from the spot-
ights above. This qualitative behavior was well captured
n all simulations. Both RGB coding schemes led to over-
stimation of the entire profile, whereas the three-step
pproximation led to underestimation. All nine-step and
igher approximation profiles lay together, in extremely
ood agreement with the measured values.

For our complex illumination scene, accuracy dropped
nd highly accurate luminance results were obtained only
or nine-step or higher approximations (error �7%). Use
f more than nine steps did not result in an improvement
n luminance accuracy. For color accuracy, all color-coding
chemes, except N=3, led to low �E values (around 8).
owever, there was a distinct difference in the results.
or RGB- and sRGB-based coding, the resulting profile
as rotated in CIE x ,y space in comparison with the true
rofile, whereas for the 9-, 27-, and 81-step approxima-
ions the profile was merely shifted in comparison with
he true profile.

. DISCUSSION
omplex naturalistic images rendered with RADIANCE
re increasingly used by visual scientists to study the hu-
an perception of color, surface orientation, illuminant

stimation, and surface reflectance properties. While
ome studies used RGB coding,1–5 others employed spec-
ral rendering as their color-coding method.6–9 RGB cod-
ng does give correct results if all participating surfaces
nd lights have flat spectra, or if only one of them is not
at (see Ref. 3 for a more detailed explanation). One
roup has also employed a tone-mapping algorithm and
he addition of artificial glare.4,5 However, this group is
ot interested in the spectral accuracy of their stimuli.
one of these studies have addressed the question of how
ell real-world properties were reflected in the rendered

cenes. An underlying assumption in these studies is that
he human visual system deals with these complex
timuli in just the same way as it would with the real
orld, because they both depict similar things and are

omplex. As long as we do not know how accurate the
omplex stimulus is and how well it reflects real-world
roperties, use of computer graphics rendered images is
ot different from using photographs or simple stimuli,
uch as gratings.
The photometric and colorimetric accuracy is only part
f the relationship between the stimulus and the real
orld. With a physical rendering computer graphics pack-
ge it is possible to assess this relationship in terms of the
hotometric and colorimetric accuracy by comparing the
imulation results with measurements from real scenes;
his approach was pioneered by Meyer and colleagues in
986.18 Evaluation studies for RADIANCE17,20,21,27 have
sed different validation approaches, which reflected the
eeds of the architectural community and for which this
oftware was originally developed. In computer graphics
he evaluation of RADIANCE reappears as a future goal
n Drago and Myszkowski’s work16 when they proposed
eneral validation schemes for global illumination algo-
ithms. The major goal with global illumination algo-
ithms is to attain perceptual accuracy, not necessarily
hotometric accuracy. From a visual psychophysicist’s
oint of view, a rigorous experimental validation study of
ADIANCE with regard to its photometric and colorimet-
ic accuracy was needed. Our results are also informative
o the architectural and computer graphics community as
his study made few assumptions about material and lu-
inaire properties.
We tested two different illumination conditions and two

ifferent color-coding methods. Color descriptors were ei-
her RGB triplets or radiance values; the latter were
mplemented with an N-step algorithm.6 The main differ-
nce from Yang and Maloney’s work was that we used
easurements of a real scene to compare with the simu-

ation results. A similar method of hyperspectral imaging
mplemented in RADIANCE was used by Delahunt and
rainard,8 where a monochromatic image was rendered

or each waveband. This approach, however, is less effi-
ient as three times as many images need to be rendered
n comparison with the N-step algorithm. Spectral ren-
ering is the chosen technique when accurate renderings
re required,40 and an entire area of research is devoted
o finding accurate solutions while reducing the number
f calculations.40–45

. Simple Illumination Scenes
ith the simple illumination scenes we found that the
easured luminance values were well matched by almost

ll color-coding methods. The lowest relative rms lumi-
ance error of 2% was obtained for the 81-step approxi-
ation, increasing to 4%, 7%, and 42% for N=27, N=9,

nd N=3, respectively. RGB and sRGB coding yielded a
elative rms luminance error of 5–6%. This is close to the
easuring accuracy of the spectroradiometer (4%). Al-

hough the luminance accuracy results across different
oding schemes seemed fairly homogeneous (except for
=3), the chromaticity accuracy showed a different pic-

ure. The �E values for RGB and sRGB were larger than
(9 and 6, respectively), whereas the �E values for the

ine-step approximation were just below 5, decreasing to
for the 27- and 81-step approximations. These low �E

alues hint at the problem we had when trying to display
he simulations on a standard computer monitor in the
erceptual experiment. The deviations between the simu-
ation results and the measurements were so small that a
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tandard graphics card �8 bits/channel� was not able to
esolve them as different frame buffer values. As color vi-
ion scientists we would need at least a resolution of
2 bits/channel to yield different frame buffer values.
ven then, the measuring accuracy of the spectroradiom-
ter of ±0.006 in CIE x and y for common CRT phosphors
Manual of PR650) would limit the necessary measuring
recision, which also explains why dithering was not a vi-
ble alternative.
The psychophysical experiment was an additional test

o determine whether any of the N-step approximations
as indistinguishable from the original color for human
bservers. Because of the resolution of the graphics card,
e could test only the three- and nine-step approxima-

ions. Our perceptual task was deliberately designed to
ake small color differences visible to the human eye. If

bservers were not able to distinguish colors under these
onditions, then it would be senseless to strive for more
ccurate calculations. We do not exclude the possibility
hat there might be other conditions in which these color
ifferences become indistinguishable. In the perceptual
xperiment we found perfect discrimination for all four
cenes when the approximation was based on three steps.
his is in line with the computed �E values (WHITE,
8.1; RED, 30.5; GREEN, 51.2; BLUE, 21.4). Also, for the
ine-step approximations, the computed �E values and
he results from our perceptual experiment agreed
WHITE, 2.4; RED, 3.6; GREEN, 8.5; BLUE, 5.1). In com-
on with other studies,36,46 a threshold value of �E=2 is
ore appropriate for our task. Hence we can predict that

bservers would have been able to distinguish all simula-
ions based on RGB coding from the original (WHITE, 9.8;
ED, 5.5; GREEN, 5.9; BLUE, 17.0). The computed �E
alues for simulations based on sRGB were smaller than
hose based on RGB coding, and we can predict that ob-
ervers would have been able to distinguish three scenes
ased on sRGB coding from the original (RED, 3.7;
REEN, 10.3; BLUE, 9.4), although potentially not the
HITE scene ��E=1.6�.
Taken together, for the simple illumination scenes, we

ave shown that calculation accuracy improves with the
umber of steps in the approximations and outperforms
GB and sRGB coding. Conversely, this increased accu-
acy cannot be displayed using standard 8 bit/channel
raphics cards.

. Complex Illumination Scenes
n the complex illumination scene we were interested in
ow an entire gradient, which has a luminance and a
hromaticity profile, was simulated in contrast to a single
deg patch in the simple illumination scene. This com-

lex scene is still simple in several ways. The number of
nvolved surfaces is very small, only two artificial light
ources were used, no use of RADIANCE’s ability to simu-
ate daylight was made, and all involved materials were
ested and had diffuse surface properties. To simulate this
cene does not test the rendering software to any signifi-
ant extent, but it is comparable to the kind of renderings
sed in psychophysical studies employing RADIANCE.1–9

We found that the measured luminance values were ex-
remely well matched by the simulation results. The low-
st relative rms luminance errors of 6% were obtained for
he 9-, 27-, and 81-step approximations, showing no fur-
her improvement for more than nine steps, whereas
RGB coding yielded a relative rms luminance error of
4%, and RGB and the three-step approximation yielded
0%. Even though the scene complexity is not demanding,
he rms error for the sRGB and RGB coding increased by
actors of 3 and 4, respectively, compared with the simple
cenes.

The color accuracy for the complex scenes was worse
han for the simple scenes. None of the color-coding
chemes yielded �E values of less than 5. All, except N
3, yielded �E values of around 8. Similar to the relative
ms luminance error, no improvement of color accuracy
as found by increasing the number of steps used in the
pproximations. It is difficult to assess which reconstruc-
ion led to the best result, even when the resulting chro-
aticity profiles in CIE x ,y space are taken into account.
he simulated gradients based on the N-step approxima-

ions (N=9, 27, and 81) lie parallel to the original mea-
urements, whereas the RGB-based simulated gradients
ross the original gradient. We were intrigued that no fur-
her improvement was seen when more steps were used
n the approximations.

In general, one would assume that the rms error for re-
onstructing a color signal decreases as a function of the
umber of steps used in the approximation (see Fig. 7). To
uantify this assumption, we used two sets of reflectance
pectra: Munsell matt chips and natural spectra,47 each
ontaining 219 spectra and two different light sources—a
uorescent light source and the CIE D65—and we calcu-

ated the corresponding color signals. We then recon-
tructed the color signals with different numbers of steps
sed in the approximation. Figure 7 shows the mean of
he reconstruction error [rms error, Eq. (2), n=61] for the
olor signals of the reflectance spectra and two light
ource spectra (CIE D65 and fluorescent light source) as a
unction of steps used in the approximation. The mean
ms error (averaged across 219 color signals) was normal-
zed to 1 for the one-step approximation (which corre-
ponds to the average), as this was the highest expected
rror. The error rate decrease is mainly dependent on the
moothness of the signal; we see the slowest decrease for
oth spectra sets under fluorescent lighting, which is
nown to contain spikes. The error decreases quicker for
olor signals from the Munsell chips under daylight
D65).

ig. 7. Left: Mean rms recovery error for 219 color signals from
unsell matt chips and natural spectra with a fluorescent light

ource. The mean rms error is normalized to 1 for the one-step
pproximation. Right: Accordingly for a D65 light source.
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rms =��
i=1

n

�Si − Mi�2/n;

Si = ith simulation result,

Mi = ith measurement. �2�

Given that our light sources were tungstenlike, which
re similar in smoothness to CIE D65, and our surfaces
iffuse, we would have expected a sharper decrease in the
elative rms error for more steps used in the approxima-
ions. The observed stagnation of the error might be due
o intrinsic limitations of RADIANCE’s hybrid approach
f Monte Carlo simulation-based and deterministic ray
racing.

. SUMMARY
e set out to evaluate the physical rendering package
ADIANCE23 in terms of its luminance and color accu-
acy. To limit the number of potential sources of errors, we
et up simple scenes that were under our control and we
ade sure that diffuse surface properties were not as-

umed, but actually true. Having taken a set of measure-
ents from our real scenes, we simulated these scenes

ased on different color-coding schemes to compare the
nfluence of the coding method on accuracy. In particular,
e used RGB, sRGB,32 and N-step coding for radiance
alues.6 We evaluated the results in terms of relative rms
uminance error [Eq. (1)], the color difference measure
E, and with a perceptual experiment.
For luminance accuracy, trichromatic coding schemes

RGB and sRGB) yielded a relative rms luminance error
f 20% or less, which is an acceptable value for the prac-
ice of the lighting and architectural community. For
igher accuracy levels (5%–6%), spectral rendering is rec-
mmended. In terms of color accuracy, the calculation ac-
uracy results were all perceptually noticeable ��E�2�,
ven though our complex scene was fairly simple and did
ot test RADIANCE to its full extent. No large differences
etween the RGB and sRGB and the spectral rendering
imulation results were found for the complex illumina-
ion scene. Unlike the simple scenes, calculation accuracy
id not improve when more than nine steps were used in
he approximation. Therefore we recommend spectral
endering with at least nine steps, but this may need ad-
ustment for different kinds of scenes. An additional ben-
fit of using only spectral information is that all calcula-
ions are independent of devices; device-dependent
alculations take effect only at the stage of actually dis-
laying an image.
Given our scene, with only a few objects and with veri-

ed Lambertian surface properties, RADIANCE’s calcula-
ion results are shifted in color space. While this may not
e a problem for an architect, it could be for a visual psy-
hophysicist. Other alternatives for physically accurate
timuli include use of real objects and lights48 or hyper-
pectral images.49 Each of these approaches has its own
erits but also technical complications. For greater flex-

bility, a simulation package is the best choice. Currently,
here is no better simulation alternative for a visual psy-
hophysicist to achieve physical realism (i.e., the simula-
ion result providing the same visual stimulation as a real
cene50) than by combining a spectral rendering method
ith RADIANCE.

PPENDIX A: CALCULATING RGB VALUES
ROM SURFACE REFLECTANCE
UNCTIONS
e converted a surface reflectance function S��� to X ,Y ,Z

ristimulus values by using x���, y���, and z��� matching
unctions (we used the Vos-adjusted CIE 1931 matching
unctions34) and Eqs. (A1)–(A3)33:

X = k� S���x���d�, �A1�

Y = k� S���y���d�, �A2�

Z = k� S���z���d�. �A3�

he X ,Y ,Z tristimulus values can then be converted to
GB with a conversion matrix T, which is based on the
rimaries of the monitor. T is a 3 by 3 matrix (for a de-
cription on how to obtain this matrix, see Refs. 51 and 52
mong others). We used RADIANCE’s inbuilt monitor pri-
aries to derive the conversion matrix T. Multiplying the
YZ tristimulus values with T yields an RGB triplet,
hich is then used as the color descriptor in the material
le. The same procedure is used to code the color of the

lluminant.

PPENDIX B: CIE x ,y CHROMATICITY
ALUES
rom XYZ tristimulus values, CIE x ,y chromaticity val-
es are obtained as follows:

x = X/�X + Y + Z�, �B1�

y = Y/�X + Y + Z�. �B2�
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